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                                  Exam Report (corrigé) 

Part One: 

  A/ Reading comprehension. 

         Read the text carefully and do the following activities. 

 Activity One:  Read the text then answer the following questions. (02Pts) 

       -Students take national exams called GCSEs. 

       -No, they don’t. 

      -In the 2nd paragraph. “After these exams, about 25% of students leave school and 

find a job” 

Activity Two: Say “True”, “False” or “Not mentioned”. (03pts) 

        -English children begin secondary school at the age of twelve. False 

        -Some subjects are obligatory at the age of fourteen. True 

        -In private schools, English students have to wear uniforms. Not mentioned. 

 

Activity Three: -Find in the text words or phrases that are closest in meaning to: 

(01Pt) 

          -Kids= children,                                -Well-known=famous 

     -Find in the text words or phrases that are opposite in meaning to: (01Pt) 

          -Stay≠ leave,                                    -different≠ same 

B/  Mastery of language. 

       Activity One: Supply the right punctuation and capital letters where necessary. 

(02Pts) 

             As soon as I pass my BEM exam, I will travel to Dubai. 

       Activity Two: Choose a, b, or c to complete the following sentences. (01.5Pts) 

             -In Algerian public schools, pupils have to wear pinafores 

                   

            -I will study foreign languages if I go to the university. 

                 

           -When school finishes, I’ll go to Ghardaia. 

               

Activity Three: Add the right suffix to form names of jobs. (01.5Pts) 

                 -Direct director 

                -Psychology psychologist 

                -library librarian 
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Activity four: Cross out the word with a different vowel sound. (02PTs)        

    -Vowel sounds                -words 

      /æ/ 
     /i:/ 
    /D/ 
    /Ʊ/ 

-bat    -start      -exam      -cat 
-see     -team     -niece     -bed 
-got      -lot         -bought    -pot 
-Two     -book     -pull          -foot 

 

Part Two: (O6pts) 

    -plan -resources 

 
-Introduction 
 
 
-Developing ideas 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
-Conclusion 
 
 
 

-Write an e-mail 
   -greetings 
 
 
-write about the Algerian 
educational system (period of 
studies- subjects- final 
exams.....). 
 
 
 
 
-Hopes and wishes 

 
-vocabulary related to 
greeting. 
 
-Use of the present simple 
–future simple. 
-vocabulary related to 
school. 
-Use of time conjunctions-
conditional type 1. 
-vocabulary related to job 
to different streams. 
-vocabulary related to 
wishes 
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